[The loss of CpC dinucleotides from DNA. II. Methylated and non-methylated genes of vertebrates].
The frequencies of neighboring b.p. in more than 1100 genes of vertebrates in the EMBL bank (1000 kb) have been analysed. It has been found that the majority of such genes exhibit a lack of CpG duplexes and an excess of TpG+CpA. The loss of CpG may indicate that the major part of these sites in the genome is methylated and has been subjected to the pressure of CpG----TpG+CpA mutations. The methylated genes grouped into compartment M+ are represented by a fraction of repeated sequences and by genes of the most rapidly diverging families of proteins (globins, immunoglobulins, structural proteins, etc.). The genes of this compartment are characterized by a correlation between the G+C content and the value of CpG-suppression. A group of genes has been detected in which the CpG mutation process has gone so far that nearly all of these dinucleotides have disappeared from DNA. Judging by the value of CpG-suppression, these genes, grouped in the Mo+ compartment, used to be strongly methylated before. However, in the now extant vertebrates they have fully depleted their CpG reserve and for this reason lost the methylation capacity. Transitions in methylated CpG may be one of the sources of spontaneous mutagenesis resulting in the enhanced genetic instability of the cell. A gene compartment has been detected with an intermediate level of CpG deficiency; this compartment has been designated as M+. In these genes only a few of the available CpGs have been steadily methylated (and subjected to mutation). It has been found that the genome of vertebrates contains a specific CpG-rich fraction which exhibits no CpG-suppression, irrespective of the overall content of G+C. Probably, CpG sites have persisted unmethylated throughout the existence of these genes. We suggest them to constitute a M- compartment. This compartment comprises the genes of tRNA and rRNA (5S, 5.8S, 18S, 28S) and small nuclear RNAs U2-U6, as well as the genes of core histones, some enzymes, viruses and 5'-flanking sequences of certain protein-coding genes. In the genome of vertebrates, the genes of the evolutionary most conserved proteins and RNAs have not undergone methylation. A list of genes, belonging to different compartments of the vertebrate genome, is given. Compartment Mo+ constitutes 19%, M(+)--35%, M(+/-)--28% and M(-)--8% of all the vertebrate genes studied. Possible mechanisms, protecting the functionally most significant genes of vertebrates from methylation, and discussed.